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Hall Effect in SN and SNS Junctions
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Hall effect in SN and SNS junctions is considered. It is shown that at low temperatures the H
voltage is significantly suppressed as compared to its normal metal value. The time dependence
Hall voltage in SNS junctions has a form of narrow pulses with the Josephson frequency. [S00
9007(98)05980-8]
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Recent progress in microfabrication technology h
rekindled the interest to low temperature proximity effe
in superconductor–normal-metal (SN) junctions [1–10
In this paper we consider the Hall effect in supercondu
tor–normal-metal and superconductor–normal-meta
superconductor (SNS) junctions. At low temperatur
T ø D, quasiparticles with energiese ø D cannot
tunnel from the metal into the superconductor. HereD is
the value of the gap in the superconductors. On the ot
hand the tunneling of electron pairs, which is known a
Andreev reflection, is possible. This gives rise to a cohe
ence between electrons and holes inside the metal, wh
extends over distances of the order ofLe 

p
Dye ¿ l.

HereD 
1
3 yFl is the electron diffusion coefficient,l is

the elastic mean free path, andyF is the Fermi velocity.
Consequently, the wave packets which carry the curren
the metal are coherent superpositions of electron and h
wave functions. AtT ø 1yt  yFyl the packets’ size
is of order LT 

p
DyT ¿ l and their effective charge

is much smaller than the electron chargee. The above
mentioned electron-hole coherence manifests itself in e
perimentally observable effects. For example, the dens
of states in the metal near the SN boundarynse, $rd is
significantly suppressed as compared with the bulk me
valuen0  m2yF [8–10]; the low temperature resistanc
of the SN junction and the electric field distribution nea
the SN boundary turn out to be very sensitive to the pha
breaking rate in the metal [4–7].
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The suppression of the effective charge should al
lead to a suppression of the Hall effect. We sho
below that the Hall voltage in SN junctions measure
with the help of leads 1,2 shown in Fig. 1(a) is indee
significantly suppressed as compared to its bulk me
value. It is worth mentioning here that at zero temperatu
the resistance of a long SN junction is approximate
the same as the resistance of the normal segment [4–
Therefore the suppression of the Hall voltage is n
directly connected to the suppression of the electr
density of states near the SN boundary [8–10].

We also show that the Hall voltage in SNS junction
exhibits oscillations of its amplitude with Josephso
frequency and with no oscillations of the sign. It i
different from the behavior of supercurrent through th
junction which at a given voltage oscillates both i
amplitude and in sign.

In this article we neglect the electron-electron intera
tion in metal and are interested only in effects linear
voltage applied to the junction. In the “clean limit” when
Dt, Tt ¿ 1, the kinetic scheme describing Hall effect in
superconductors was developed in [11,12]. In this lim
however, the above mentioned proximity effect leads on
to small corrections to the value of the Hall voltage i
metal. To describe the Hall effect in a metal near the S
boundary in the “dirty limit” whenT ø D, 1yt we use
the following set of equations analogous to that in [13,14

$J  $Js 1 $Jn 1 $JH ,
$Js 
D
4

n0

Z
def0sed TrsszfGR=GR 2 GA=GAgd, $Jn 

D
4

n0

Z
de=f1sed Trs1 2 szGRszGAd ,

$JH 
vct

16
Dn0

Z
de $eb 3 =f1 3 Trhs1 1 szGRszGR 2 GAGR 2 szGAszGRd sGRsz 2 GAszdj ; (1)

eFs $rd 
Z

def1se, $rdnse, $rd, nse, $rd 
1
2

TrsszGR 2 GAszd ; (2)

ehGRsz 2 szGRj 1 D≠ ? sGR≠GRd  IR
ph ; (3)

=hTrs1 2 szGRszGAd=f1 1 TrfszsGR≠GR 2 GA≠GAdgf0 1 vct $eb 3

=f1 Trfs1 1 szGRszGR 2 GAGR 2 szGAszGRd sGRsz 2 szGAdgj  TrsszIphd . (4)
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Here $Js, $Jn, $JH are the supercurrent density, normal cur
rent density, and the Hall current density, respectivel
f0  tanhsey2kT d is the Fermi distribution function,
vc  eHymc is the cyclotron frequency;H is the mag-
netic field, and $eb is the unit vector in the direction
of magnetic field;F  1y2≠tx 1 f, f, and x are the
gauge invariant scalar potential, electrical potential, an
phase of anomalous Green’s function, respectively;sz is
the Pauli matrix,≠X  =X 2 isszX 2 Xszd $A is the co-
variant derivative,$A is the vector potential of the magnetic
field; GR,A are retarded and advanced Green’s function
which are matrices in the Nambu space

GR,Ase, $rd 

µ
gR,A FR,A

2FR,A gR,A

∂
, (5)

gR,Ase, $rd and FR,Ase, $rd are normal and anomalous
Green’s functions, respectively. Thus the set of equatio
consists of electroneutrality condition Eq. (2), the Usa
del equation for retarded and advanced Green’s functio
GR,A Eq. (3), and the kinetic equation Eq. (4) for the dis
tribution functionf1se, $rd which describes the imbalance
of populations between the electron and hole branches
spectrum [13,14]. The scattering integralsIR

ph ø isztin

and TrsszIphd describe the broadening of the spectrum
and the imbalance charge relaxation due to inelastic pr
cesses. In Eqs. (3),(4), we take into account that in no
interacting metal the order parameter and the supercurre
are zero.

In the zeroth order approximation in the parametervct,
these equations were derived in [13]. However, to de
scribe the Hall effect one has to keep terms linear invct.
The problem of the Hall effect in the mixed state of su
perconductors was addressed recently in [12,15,16]. W
derive Eqs. (1),(3) which include the contributions linea
in vct using the same procedure as in [11,12,15,16].

Let us now consider the Hall effect in the SN junc-
tions shown in Fig. 1(a). We assume that the magnet
field is smaller than the critical one and does not penetra
into the superconductor. Taking into account the norma
ization conditionfgRse, $rdg2  FR

2 se, $rdFR
1 se, $rd 1 1 one
FIG. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of Hall voltage in SN junction.ap  maxh Lt
L0

, L
L0

j, T p  minh D0

L2 , D0

L2
t
j. (b) Time dependence

of Hall voltage in SNS junctions with geometry shown in the inset,tp  t0TyEc ø t0  1y2eU0. U0 is applied alongX direction
andUH is measured alongY direction in normal metals.
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can expressgR , FR, and Eqs. (1)–(4) in the form

cosuse, $rd  gRse, $rd, sinuse, $rd  iFR
1 se, $rd , (6)

D
2

=2used 1

µ
ie 2

1
tin

∂
sinused 2

D
4

µ
eH
h̄c

∂2

x2 sin2u  0 , (7)

= ? hcosh2 u2=f1 1 tvc $eb 3 =f1 cosu1 cosh3 u2j  0 ,

$J  Dn0

Z
dehcosh2 u2=f1 1 tvc $eb

3 =f1 cosu1 cosh3 u2j , (8)

whereu  u1 1 iu2 is the complex variable. We have
chosen$A  $eyHx.

The boundary conditions for Eqs. (7),(8) have th
forms [17]

D $n ? =use, $Rd  t sinfuse, 01d 2 use, 02dg ,

D coshu2
2 ? =f1  tyFhf1s02d 2 f1s01dj

3 coshu2s01d coshu2s02d

3 cosfu1s01d 2 u1s02dg ,

f1s0d  0 ,

f1se, x  `d  2eV≠ef0sed . (9)

Here $n and t are the unit vector perpendicular to the
boundary and the transmission coefficient of the boun
ary, respectively. Indexes1, 2 indicate two sides of the
SN or NNp interface [Fig. 1(a)]. Np represents lead 1,2.
Inside the superconductoruse ø Dd  py2 while inside
the bulk metalsu  0.

Solving Eqs. (8),(9) in zeroth order approximation in
vct we get the expressions for the conductanceGSN 
I0yU0 of the junction shown in Fig. 1(a) [4–7] measured
by the two probe method and the conductanceGp mea-
sured between lead 1 and lead 2. (HereI0 is the current
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through the junction andU0 is the voltage across the junction.) That is

GSNsTd  S0s0

Z
de≠ef0

1
LSsed

, GpsT d  Spsp

Z
de≠ef0

1
2Lpsed

, (10)

where

LSsed 
Lt

coshu2se, 0d sinu1se, 0d
1

Z L0

0
dx

1

coshu
2
2se, xd

,

Lpsed 
Ltp

coshu2se, Ld coshu2pse, 0d cosfu1se, Ld 2 u1pse, 0dg
1

Z Lp

0
dy

1

coshu
2
2pse, yd

, (11)

S0,p are the cross sections of the sample and the leads,s0,p , D0,p are the Drude conductivities and diffusion constants
the sample and leads;Lt  D0yt0yF , Ltp  DpytpyF are the length characterizing SN andNNp boundaries,t0 andtp

are the transmission coefficients for SN andNNp boundaries,upse, yd is the solution of Eq. (7) inside the leads.
In the first order approximation invct we get an expression relating the Hall currentIH and Hall voltageUH

measured by leads 1,2

IH  GpsT dUHsT d  tvcI0
d

GSNsT d

Z
de

Spsp

Lpsed
1

LSsed
cosu1se, Ld

coshu2se, Ld
≠ef0 . (12)

Hered is the width of the junction (see Fig. 1). The values ofu1, u2, andUH (as well asGSN andGp) depend on the
processes breaking the electron-hole coherence inside the sample and in the leads. Therefore, they are very se
the ratio between parametersL0, LT , Lt, Ltp [4,5,7].

The solution of Eq. (7) in the metal for SN junctions whenL0 ¿ Lt with the corresponding boundary conditions i
Eq. (9) is [7]

use, Ld 

8>><>>:
p

2 2
p

2 Lt1L
L0

, Lt , L ø L0 ø Le ;
p

2 2 s1 2 id Lt1L
Le

, Lt , L ø Le ø L0 ;
p

2 ps11idLe

4Lt
expf2s1 2 id x

p
2 Le

g, Le ø Lt ø L0 .

(13)
in
uses
.
he
eter

n

The most interesting results appear in the cases wh
the processes which break the electron-hole coherence
not effective and the value ofu1sT , Ld is close topy2.
At small T and larget

UH

UHN
~

8<: maxh Lt

L0
, Lt

LT
j, L ø Lt ø LT ;

maxh L
L0

, L
LT

j, Lt ø L ø LT .
(14)

HereUHN  vctdI0yS0s0 is the Hall voltage measured
by the leads 1,2 in the absence of the proximity effec
The main feature of Eq. (14) is thatUH is significantly
suppressed as compared withUHN [see Fig. 1(a)].

At high temperatures whenLT ø Lt or L the proxim-
ity effect gives only small corrections toUHN

UHN 2 UH

UHN
~ min

Ω
L2

T

L2
t

,
L2

T

L2

æ
ø 1 . (15)

The above results are obtained in the limit of low
magnetic field whenLH ø LT . Here LH 

p
F0yH is

the magnetic length,F0 is flux quantum. In the opposite
limit one should substituteLT for LH in Eqs. (14),(15).
As we have mentioned the value ofUH is very sensitive
to the nature of the leads. The requirement that the lea
do not contribute to the breaking of the electron-ho
coherence isd ø Ltp , Lt ø L0.
en
are

t.

ds
le

Let us now turn to the discussion of the Hall effect
SNS junctions. In this case the ac Josephson effect ca
the values ofus$r , x0d andns$r, x0d to be time dependent
At small U0 these dependences adiabatically follow t
corresponding time dependence of the order param
phase differencex0 across the junction:≠tx0std  2eU0.
For simplicity let us consider the case of a thin junctio
when d ø LH when one can neglect anyy dependence
of x0 along the junction. It is well known that atx0  0,
the energy dependence ofnsed  cosu1sed coshu2sed ex-
hibits a gapEgsx0  0d , Ec  DyL2

0 [3]. The x0 de-
pendences ofu, n, and Eg were calculated in [10,18].
It was shown that the value of the gapEg monotoni-
cally decreases withx0 and closes atx0  p. Hence
cosu1sed  0 when e # Egsx0d. In two limiting cases
whenx0 is close top or 0 Egsx0d is determined by [18]

Egsx0d  Egs0d
Ω

s1 2 Cx
2
0 d, x0 ø p ;

C1sp 2 x0d, p 2 x0 ø p .
(16)

HereC andC1 are of the order of unity. It follows from
Eq. (12) that the Hall voltageUH is a periodical function
of time with a period 1y2eU0. At low temperatures
T ø Ec the value ofUH std is exponentially small except
when the gap is smallEgfx0stdg , T . As a resultUH std
3849
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consists of short pulses of durationtp , TyEceU0 with
maximums of the order ofUHN [see Fig. 1(b)]. Lettn be
the time when thenth maximum ofUH std occurs. Then
at tp ø jt 2 tnj ø 1y2eU0,

UH std , UHN exp

µ
2

jt 2 tnj

tp

∂
. (17)

The main contribution to the Hall current averaged ove
the period of oscillations comes from the time interval
jt 2 tnj , tp ø 1yU0 and as a result

kUHl ~
T
Ec

UHN . (18)

We would like to mention the difference in the tempera
ture dependences in the SN and SNS cases. In the fi
caseUH ,

p
T , while in the second caseUH , T . Let

us note that the time dependence of the resistance of
junction exhibit peaks which are similar to the above con
sidered peaks of the Hall voltage.

In addition to the quasiparticle’s contribution to the
Hall current in SNS junctions there is another contributio
which can be associated with the supercurrent [15,16
We believe, however, that in the limit whend ø LH , the
supercurrent part of the Hall current does not contribu
to the Hall voltage. In the case of SN junctions th
supercurrent contribution to the Hall current does not exis

In this paper we considered the limiteU0 ø 1yte

when it is possible to neglect nonequilibrium correction
to the quasiparticle distribution function inside the norma
metal. In the opposite limit the quasiparticle distribution
in the metal ate , Ec becomes nonequilibrium and as a
result the duration of the pulsestp becomes of the order
of seU0d21.

The above results were obtained for the quantitie
averaged over realizations of random potential. We a
planning to consider mesoscopic contributions inUH

elsewhere.
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